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Abstract
Validating the behavior of web-services in general involves the verification of the constituent parts in
isolation and in integration. There are many variables to consider within each component, and these have to be
verified as the system consumes growing resources under actual usage once they are shipped. These challenges
multiply when such systems also have to deal with large volumes of data. In addition to the impact large data make
on system performance, there are also implications on code-coverage metrics, identifying bottlenecks, predicting
failure points, system versioning, data maintenance, etc. There are further challenges involved in creating a reliable
set of quality metrics and measuring them within the constraints of shipping under the agile development model. A
web-service that depends on huge and growing volumes of data is considered here, with an emphasis on: measuring
the overall system performance under expected traffic patterns, impact of abnormal data input and system behavior
under different failure conditions. The lessons learnt here have helped ship a web-service that currently serves
millions of users per day, with improved data quality and following the agile development and shipping model.
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1. Introduction
Verifying the quality of the more commonly found web-services involves verifying the components of the webservice(s) individually, and then verifying the interaction of these components end-to-end. Verification of the
individual components may take the form of traditional unit-tests and functional level tests. These types of tests
verify the components in a more static form. While these are useful, especially if run during the development phase
[1], the utility of many bugs found with such tests is significantly surpassed by verifications performed when these
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components are actively running, and even more by tests run when these components are interacting with their
downstream dependencies and their upstream consumers.
To such systems, the addition of components that are data-intensive introduces a multitude of diverse areas which
require more rigorous verifications. These range, chronologically, from building and deploying the data to upgrading
and re-versioning them. At runtime, there are the obvious performance implications of processing huge volumes of
data. In addition, it is critical to ensure that the services remain reliable in terms of the data they process, resilient to
data related errors and available with a high level of certainty. In addition to the testing challenge of generating
adequate test data to reliably verify the system [2], the verifications performed for such a system should measure the
impact of data being unavailable for any period of time, the effects of redundancy mechanisms that help keep the
data synchronized across failover instances, up-to-date and online, and help in designing maintenance jobs, their
impact on the execution of primary functions of the web-service and their scheduling and update notifications.
Existing research on the topic of testing web-services has involved extending the approach of testing more
traditional systems to the sphere of web-services [3], applying test-driven development to web-services [1],
generating pair-wise test cases for web-services [4], etc. Bochicchio et al [5] have presented a modeling exercise for
information intensive systems.
This paper considers a case-study of a distributed set of web-services that consume huge volumes of data at runtime.
These web-services together host a machine-learning system which drives Machine Translation (MT) products
shipped by Microsoft Research’s incubation team. These products help users translate text between different human
languages, and support multiple user scenarios. The web-services use a machine-learning system that has arisen out
of decades-long research in the field of Machine Translation. The entire system processes huge volumes of data,
both for training purposes and during actual execution and processing of translation requests. In this paper, I present
the results of verifications of such web-services in terms of their behavior at runtime when receiving requests that
reasonably simulate actual traffic. While this simulation is more reliably accomplished for systems that are already
live [6], there are challenges when such data are not available. In addition to estimating numbers of expected users,
the test design should also account for the varying nature of user input. It is important that the load-tests are a good
simulation of real user traffic, to help accurately identify memory usage patterns and stress the components
realistically. While there are models that exist to create such simulations, such as the form-oriented and stochasticform models [7], we have found that a distributed set of test requests, combined with individual test case input that
is significantly larger than the average real input, leads to meaningful test scenarios that help identify key codedefects. The advantage of such an approach is that it reliably creates sufficient stress on the system to simulate
conditions that are both higher than actual expected live traffic and closer to the system’s overall failure point. Test
results under such conditions thus help to increase confidence in the reliability of the system when it is shipped. In
analyzing test results with this data, special emphasis is given to measuring system reliability, impact of
performance enhancement algorithms, resilience of the system to abnormal input and recovery from failure of
individual components for varying periods of time.
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2. High-level architecture
The system under consideration is a distributed system of web-services consuming large volumes of data to translate
text between human languages. The architecture of the system was designed to meet well-defined goals of
performance, reliability and linguistic quality. Components that are data-intensive should be hosted separately and
there should be separate components depending on the resources that are being consumed. Below is a high-level
overview of the final design:
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Figure 1. Web service architecture.

The data intensive components in this system are the set of web-services hosted by the leaf and the model-server
machine types. These machines host translation models for each language, and are of the order of multiple gigabytes
in size. In the next sections, we consider different test scenarios for these components, starting with the effects of
loading multiple instances of a data component.
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3. Measuring impact of different memory optimization algorithms
For applications that use large amounts of data at runtime, it is sometimes useful to load frequently used data into a
memory-mapped file. These get the advantages of quick access combined with the utilization of operating system
memory handling techniques. Also, when such systems are run on multi-processor systems, it is beneficial to load
up multiple instances of the same data into memory and attempt to maximize the potential speed enhancements that
accrue. There is however a threshold beyond which multiple instances yield little value and in fact begin to
adversely impact system performance. To identify this for the Microsoft Translator-MT system, we ran the leaf
processes with different settings. In one configuration, the leaf processes would load 2 instances of a required file
into memory, then 3 and 4. Load-tests were run for each of these configurations. For the configuration where 2
instances were loaded into memory, the average throughput was about 5,000 words per second. When the same
load-test was then run for a configuration where 4 instances of the model files were mapped into memory, the
throughput went up, as expected, to 8,000 words per second.
However, the increase in throughput was offset by an increase in the number of errors that the system returned at
runtime. This is a consequence of increased memory usage when more instances are mapped to memory, which
results in higher page faults and consequently more errors. Below is a comparison of test results for one of the
language pairs that was stressed:
Table 1. Comparison of failure rates

With 2 instances of memory mapped

With 4 instances of memory

file

mapped file

5,000

8,000

1.6%

13.5%

Throughput, in words per
second
Percentage of requests failing

Running load-tests with different configurations, and measuring the performance and success rate of the test cases,
showed that depending on available resources and the size of data files, memory mapping soon begins to drastically
increase the rate of errors beyond a certain point. In this specific case, which dealt with a service using managed
.NET components, part of the overhead was in garbage collection.
The load-tests found that when 4 instances of each translation model is loaded into memory, the time spent in
garbage collection by the leaf processes was between 10 to 40%, depending on the size of models. Leaf process that
had larger models to load spent close to 40% of time in garbage collection, while leaf processes that had smaller
translation models spent 10% of their time in garbage collection. When applications spend more than 10% of time in
garbage collection, there are fewer resources available for doing real application specific work. The next section
gives more details of the impact of garbage collection on system behavior.
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4. Garbage collection for services
Garbage collection is a memory management method used in certain application runtime environments such as the
Java VM and the .NET runtime environment [8]. While there are many benefits of this method, it is vital to measure
its impact on overall system performance so as to use resources in an optimal manner. Applications that are data
intensive are especially vulnerable to memory pressures that might be worsened by garbage collection (GC)
operations.
In the .NET runtime environment, there are different flavors of garbage collection, named as: workstation garbagecollection, server GC and concurrent GC. It is important to choose the right flavor to optimally use available
resources while sustaining real usage scenarios. For the MT web-services, in order to figure out the right version of
garbage-collection to use, load-tests were run with the constituent applications using different flavors of garbagecollection. The results for such a load-test run with the web-services using Workstation-GC showed that the webservices spent close to 20% of their time in garbage collection. The same system when run with Server-GC enabled
saw less overhead, only about 4% on average.
The percentage time in garbage collection reached close to 20% during this round of tests. The same system when
run with Server-GC enabled saw less overhead, only about 4% on average. There was also a difference in the pattern
over time of garbage collection. The overhead was reduced when Server-GC was enabled, compared to the more
commonly used Workstation-GC. Reducing this overhead is especially valuable for data-intensive systems which
use large amounts of memory or disk-space. Resources thus freed up are diverted to more meaningful dataprocessing tasks and consequently yield benefits in overall system performance.
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5. Overhead of individual components
Identifying the bottlenecks in a distributed system is vital to ensuring efficient use of resources [9]. System
bottlenecks are most commonly found in components performing I/O heavy tasks [10]. The architecture of the MT
Translation web-service involves communications between multiple machines to completely process a translation
request. This requires each component to be lean and extremely responsive to other components. Each component
has its own communication ports, its own queues, different rates of execution, and different ways of failing. Our
stress tests helped to measure these overheads, and as the system was made more efficient, they helped to prove that
in all this interaction, the overhead in going across multiple machines was minimal.
For these tests, we start with a tightly defined set of input test cases, and hit the individual components separately.
For example, we send translation requests to the distributor machines, and then the same set of translation requests
directly to a leaf. The leaf is one step closer to the model-server, so it is expected that performance is faster when
requests are sent to a leaf, as opposed to when they are sent to a distributor. As seen from Figure 6, the eventual
implementation of these 2 components was good enough that there was almost no overhead involved in going
through another machine type, other than network latencies. The darker line in Figure 6 is the throughput when test
requests are going directly to a leaf machine, and the lighter line is the throughput when the same requests go
through the distributor, which is an extra layer compared to the first scenario:

The tests that generated the above graph were run regularly, across rolling builds, thus enabling easy identification
of changes that affect performance. Below is an instance where a particular code-change resulted in a 4-fold
performance boost across multiple language pairs:
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Figure 7. Quantifying impact of code-changes

Designing a test-case system that allows the automated monitoring of individual components and reports results that
easily highlight the impact of system changes is essential to evaluating end-to-end performance of the distributed
components of web-services.

6. Verifying Resilience to failure
It is imperative that web-services have a high rate of availability. While hardware redundancy is a good first step to
achieving high availability, it is not price-optimal. Also, even with hardware redundancy, it is vital for all
components of a web-service to understand the availability of the components they depend on, recover from the
failure of these components by quickly identifying fallback paths upon failure, and report failures in an actionable
manner when bottle-necked.
In addition to overall system resilience, there are also aspects of the behavior of individual components in their
interaction with other parts of the web-service that affect resilience. For the MSR-MT system, with its distributed
web-services, with different services having different resource constraints, tests were run with the individual
components in different states of failure to identify such aspects of system behavior.
Assuming there are multiple machines supporting a particular component of a web-service, consumers of that
component should have a clear idea of their availability. For example, in the MSR-MT system, if a model-server is
assumed to be running on 4 different machines, and one of them experiences a failure, the leaf and distributor
processes that depend on it should remain unaffected, apart from performance issues owing to reduced resources.
Verifying this scenario for the MSR-MT web-services resulted in the finding of bugs relating to process
initialization, recovery and cleanup. It is important that these issues are validating by executing failure scenarios, to
ensure the web-service remains responsive to user despite transient failures.
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7. Conclusions
The challenges of testing web-services are compounded when there are data-intensive aspects of these services. In
order to properly verify the impact of such data, it is important to define metrics that quantify the resource-usage of
the overall system. Properly simulating actual user traffic is vital, as is verifying the system under conditions of
failure. Validating design decisions by providing test results that show the performance of the system under different
configurations, especially when these configurations impact resources such as processor or memory usage, helps to
implement a system that optimally uses those resources. As shown in our investigations of garbage-collection, it is
critical to verify the system considering the resource-management feature of the platform on which the web-services
are built. The identification of system bottlenecks by focused testing of individual components results in a system
that is combines the benefits of modular design of components with a high-performing, efficient overall system.
Such an approach to testing has helped the MSR-Machine Translation team ship a system of web-services that have
supported a rapidly growing set of users and features, with increasing performance and quality.
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